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Abstract. The traditional audio-video interaction mainly adopts matrix 
centralized processing technology with limited transmission distance and 
expansion. In application mode, the function of remote signal sharing and 
multi-screen linkage cannot be realized. Aiming at the above problems, an 
audio-video interactive platform based on distributed architecture is 
designed in the background of multi-type audio-video network information 
interconnection. This platform takes the distributed architecture as the core 
and combines the audio-video codec technology to build the distributed 
display control system, which can realize the arbitrary display and control 
of signals from many places and scenes, and satisfy the rapid sharing and 
forwarding and integrated call of audio-video information through the 
permission setting. 

1 Introduction  
Traditional audio-video interaction mainly matrices processing technology, in 

combination with display control use has many problems, such as: all input and output 
signals are concentrated on the stitching controller, all kinds of HDMI/DVI/VGA cable 
transmission distance is limited, such as data exchange share input/output interface card 
box is complete, the centralized processing technique on morphology determines the 
hardware scale once chosen, the late capacity upgrade is restricted. At the same time, once 
the system failure occurs in the centralized processing module, all the large-screen display 
and signal acquisition will be paralyzed, and no service can be provided in a short time. In 
the application mode, the traditional centralized processing technology can not complete 
the remote signal sharing and multi-screen linkage and other functions. 

To solve above problems, combining with the current audio-video codec technology, 
audio-video display control business on the basis of traditional centralized display joining 
together, develop gradually form a distributed display control system, the system with 
distributed architecture as the core, will all audio-video signals through the acquisition of 
distributed input nodes in network access networks, realize stitching display through 
distributed output node in the output to the screen, which can realize sharing across regions 
in audio signal to each other, much larger set of concentrated visual controls, can be applied 
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to scheduling command, information release, emergency consultation and collaboration at 
different scenarios. 

2 Application scenario and platform design 

2.1 Application scenario 

Take a specific scene as an example, which involves multiple laboratory network 
environments in many places, and requires multiple experimental environments to directly 
carry out the display, communication, discussion and other activities aimed at business 
information and scene information. Due to the independent construction of each 
experimental environment, the system has great differences in interconnection, system 
interface, management platform, operation and maintenance, so the requirements of 
centralized display, intelligent interaction, unified management, unified operation and 
maintenance of audio-video business interaction of multiple laboratories cannot be realized. 

2.2 Platform design  

According to the above requirements of audio-video information interconnection in many 
experimental environments, this paper makes full use of the existing experimental network 
environment, and designs an audio-video intelligent interaction and control platform based 
on the network streaming media coding-decoding technology as the basic technical route 
and distributed architecture. The platform design is shown in the figure below: 

 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 

Fig. 1. The platform diagram. 

2.3 Network Architecture design 

Through the distributed architecture, all signal sources are integrated into a set of signal 
sources, and all display terminals (DLP, LED, LCD, projection, display, plug-in TV, etc.) 
are formed into a set of display terminal sets. Display terminal set can call any signal of 
signal source set for display and control. Thus according to the different display 
instructions form a multi - scene, multi - functional application mode. The network 
architecture design is shown in the figure below: 
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Fig. 2. The network architecture design diagram. 

2.4 Platform composition 

The main body of the platform is composed of several independent input, output nodes, 
control nodes, control terminals, etc., forming a distributed cluster. Data exchange between 
each node is conducted through a standard Ethernet switch, and all audio, video, image and 
control instructions are transmitted in an IP-based manner. 

(1) Signal acquisition: Audio-video signals of all network environments are coded 
uniformly by input nodes and connected to the interconnection platform, which is 
integrated into a unified format. 

(2) Signal output: All audio-video signals are decoded uniformly to different display 
terminals through output nodes, and corresponding output formats (such as resolution, 
interface type, etc.) can be configured according to the actual needs of different display 
terminals. 

(3) System control: A unified control platform is built to achieve internal and inter-
station scheduling through the unified visual scheduling management of each touch screen 
control terminal and different authorization. 

(4) Video display: multi-screen display can be carried out on a single display terminal, 
multiple signal Windows can be superimposed and combined, and the layout can be freely 
set and stored output; Output node can have its own splicing function, supporting multi-
screen overlay, splicing roaming, arbitrary zoom of the screen and other functions. 

(5) Audio signal: it can play with video synchronously, specify a certain way to play 
and audio broadcast on demand, etc. 
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2.5 Application scenario design 

The system adopts flat management and no hierarchy concept. Users are defined only 
according to the allocation of resource permissions, which can be finely allocated to each 
signal source and display screen. Users in this system are generally divided into platform 
administrator, laboratory administrator and ordinary user. 

(1)Ordinary users: they have no operation rights, and can change the operation schedule 
of ordinary users if there is a need later. 

(2)Lab manager: has the access to all signal sources in the lab and the on-screen access 
to all display terminals, and has no access to and on-screen access to other LABS. 

(3)Platform administrator: has access to all signal sources of all laboratories and on-
screen access to all display signals, and can authorize the definition of resource permissions 
for laboratory administrators and ordinary users. 

2.5.1 Scenario 1: Local scheduling management 

The local administrator is responsible for the retrieval of the local signal source. The local 
administrator owns the retrieval authority of all signal sources in the network environment 
and the on-screen authority of all signal terminals in the display environment, without the 
retrieval and on-screen authority of other network environments. 

Control flow direction: The local administrator client issues scheduling control 
instructions through the distributed control node. The control node distributes control 
signals to the target input node according to the instructions, and the input node establishes 
a data flow link with the target output node in the local network according to the 
instructions. 

Data flow link: Audio-video data flow link is: signal source → input node → local 
network switching → output node → display screen or sound. 

The Scheduling management process is shown in the figure below: 
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Fig. 3. The Scheduling management process diagram. 

2.5.2 Scenario 2: Remote scheduling management 

The scheduling of remote audio-video is operated by the platform administrator, who has 
the highest global authority. The sharing of signals between multiple network environments 
must be scheduled by the platform administrator, while the laboratory administrator and 
ordinary users have no operation authority. If necessary, the platform administrator can also 
temporarily authorize the laboratory administrator to execute. 
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Fig. 4. The Scheduling management process diagram. 

3 Application effect 
Through the design and application deployment of distributed audio-video interaction and 
control platform, the cooperation and information sharing of diversified experimental 
simulation business can be realized, the comprehensive simulation deduction and command 
and dispatch ability can be improved, and the requirements of audio-video interaction under 
the new business mode can be met. 
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